
Meeting 9-9:45 am June 7 

Attending:  Carlos Aguilar, Sue Black, Sandra Zuniga, Richard Bridygham, David Adams, Jean 

Bogiages 

 

Fence on north side of Benches area 

 Carlos has the task on his list ( add a small gauge fence making a triangle with the 

existing fence. see red line approximation in sketch).  He also said there was a plan to 

replace the existing other fences going to the bridge in the benches area. 

 He is working on the 20th & Vermont project first, but there may be a lull at the moment, 

and he may be able to do it before the 20th & Vermont project is completed. 

 
Fig 1:  Benches Park Area (Caltrans property, DPW maintenance) 

Cameras 

 Sue said that in order to get cameras on the pole we need to have the agreement of the 

city attorney and have a process outlined that will respect privacy rights as well as getting 

the electricity enabled and a maintenance plan in place. 

 Sue will work with me to outline the steps that need to be taken and the contacts that need 

to be made in order to implement this pilot project.    

Lights 
Sue will talk with her department about what it would take to: 

  have a light added to the PG&E pole (#1 in figure 1) 

 Have additional wattage and an additional mast arm in the Caltrans pole maintained by 

PUC (#2 in figure 1) 

Richard will initiate work to add a light wallpack with two heads at the bottom of the existing 

light (#3 in figure 2) 



 
Fig2:  Fallen Bridge Mini-Park circular sidewalk 

 

Bridge Floor 

Painting the bridge floor and removing the paint glops.   Richard recommends that we take 

advantage of the $1300 estimate Sandra got for us in order to paint the bridge floor.  This would 

involve having the neighborhood raise the funding. 

 

Mural 

Richard recommended that we contact the SF Art Commission, as we might be able go get 

funding for supplies and materials.  This project would have two goals:  1) beautify the 

neighborhood and 2) build community by involving the HS kids from DHS and the neighbors on 

a joint project. 


